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“The bottled water market in China is stable yet the
growing speed in value and volume sales has shown signs
of a slowdown. Premiumisation is still a key trend that
drives value consumption. Consumption occasions such as
on-the-go and outdoor activities are rising, and as
pollution gains more attention, there is potential for
bottled water featuring functional health benefits.”
– Lei Li, Research Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Premium bottled water moving on from relying on provenance
How to innovate using the concept of ‘anti-pollution’
How to target women and develop flavour innovation?

Water safety and environmental pollution are still concerns which drive demand for bottled water.
There has been a rise in innovations that attempt to assistant consumers in coping with the pollution
and claim to help as part of a healthy lifestyle, such as healthy water with selenium content or silica
acid that aid the human body’s cleaning and detoxing processes. In addition, companies and brands
should pay attention to innovations that appeal to women, especially flavour innovations, as clearly
there is a gap in the market. Relatively niche water categories in China could appeal to younger
consumers, such as fizzy water and ‘black water’ which are currently gaining attention.
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Premiumisation is still the key for value market growth
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Figure 22: Top 10 flavours in flavoured bottled water, 2015-16
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Preference of Water Sources
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